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Private and Confidential 

 

Minutes of the Customs Policy Group Meeting 

 

Minutes of the Customs Policy Group Meeting held on MS Teams on the 08/07/2021 commencing at 

10:30 hours. 

 

Agenda Point 1. Competition Statement 

 

The Chair read out the Competition Statement at the start of the meeting 

 

Agenda Point 2. Agree the Minutes of the meeting of 13/05/2021 

 

The Meeting agreed that the Minutes were a true and accurate account of the previous meeting. 

 

Agenda Point 3. Matters arising from the meeting of 13/05/2021 

 

No matters were reported.  

 

Agenda Point 4. Election of Chair and Vice-Chair  

 

The meeting re-elected S. Parker and V. Petrova as Chair and Vice-Chair of the Group for another 

term.  

 

Agenda Point 5. Training update 

 

The meeting was updated on the structure of the CDS e-learning course which is planned to be 

released in September 2021. Specific information about individual modules, functionalities and 

screen shots were presented to Members. It was confirmed that the product was a fully automated, 

online tool rather than standard training delivered online. It was emphasized that users would have 

hyperlinks and resource sections at their disposal throughout the course but the stress was on an 

individual’s work in order to achieve result. It was confirmed that in order to complete the training a 

100% accuracy was required in Module 8 where scenarios, import and/or export were available.    

Members asked whether the course was comparable to the product developed by Brightwave but it 

was confirmed that the two were different products developed for different purposes. The meeting 

also sought clarity on some functionalities allowing potential users to return to the course after a 

period of inactivity but it was stated it would have to be confirmed with the developer and would be 

confirmed at a later date. The Secretariat informed the meeting that there was still no confirmation 

with regards to the closing date for CHIEF but it was re-emphasised that CDS was a live system 

albeit with some functionalities still under development.    

 

Agenda Point 6. HMRC Update (GVMS, Authorisations etc) 

 

The meeting received about update on the state of implementation of GVMS. Members learnt that 

GVMS release 2 went live in July 2021 adding the following functionalities to the system: 
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• Indirect Exports (movements from other EU member states to Great Britain via Northern 

Ireland (NI) where an additional field will be added to allow traders to enter EAD MRNs when 

entering an Export declaration into a GMR.  

• Declarations made orally or by conduct (movements from GB to NI only) – a new option 

allowing traders to make “oral or by conduct declarations” will be available in GVMS  

• Check whether you need to report for an inspection enabling drivers to check the status of a 

goods movement (cleared or inspection required) in real-time and confirms what action, if 

any, needs to be taken 

• Safety and Security (S&S) Entry Summary Declaration (ENS) Movement Reference 

Numbers (MRN’s) - Movements from Great Britain (GB)>Northern Ireland (NI) only will will 

confirm early in the GMR creation process if a correct S&S Entry Summary Declaration 

(ENS) reference from the Northern Ireland (NI) Import Control System (ICS) has been added 

to a GMR. If not, an error message will be returned. 

The meeting learnt that a teach-in session was run and that a Youtube version was now available 

online. It was also confirmed that minor fixes needed to be added to resolve some issues but there 

were no plans for a system downtime. Members were informed that a September functionality drop 

was expected although the actual changes introduced in the drop would only apply from January 

2022.  

Enhanced validation – error messages are seen which were unexpected – errors reported to carrier 

instead of HMRC which causes delays and confusion so communication routes need to be 

improved/promoted 

It was indicated a future release would include exit summary declaration inclusion for exports when 

no combined dec is available. GVMS team confirmed that they were working with the EXS project 

on further comms and update (no detail were available yet but would be available soon)  

 

Agenda Point 7. HMRC Guidance Team – Engagement with Trade   
 
Members were given an update on the plans to overhaul online HMRC guidance by guidance team 

content designers. It was indicated that HMRC viewed online guidance to be of poor quality with 

misplaced, incorrect and / or out of date information; e.g. Notice 3001, formatting standards were 

not up to date (legal accessibility). It was confirmed that CIPs were not guidance but comms 

messages and thus were not used widely by HMRC. HMRC confirmed that they wanted to work with 

trade on improving the guidance, addressing irregularities in the already existing content and work 

collaboratively on ‘road testing’ future guidance.           

Members shared their views with the guidance team and expressed their concern that online 

guidance was being oversimplified which could result in the online contents being unsuitable for 

practitioners (freight forwarders, customs agents) forcing them to either directly approach policy 

teams or interpreting the legislation directly. Both these options were viewed as inefficient and/or 

leaving too much to individual interpretations. The meeting were concerned about the removal of a 

number of useful public notices, particularly VAT related content perceived as critically important for 

practitioners. 
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Agenda point 8: Date of next meeting 16th Sept 2021 

It was stated the next meeting was likely to be run online although further details would be 

announced in due course.   

 


